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Backend Developer JS (Senior Level) – Full Time 
JOB Code – VASTSRBEJS-023 Location: Pashan, Pune 

Forward your resume to: info@valueaddsofttech.com 
 
Role Description 
Valueadd Softtech is looking for a Senior back end developer (JS based) to design, implement and support the 
API development efforts for cloud based products. The Sr. backend developer will work closely with development 
process designers, team leads, architects, dbas, system administrators, other software engineers, business 
analysts, and quality engineers in a highly collaborative environment having spread across USA.  
 
Technical Skill Qualifications  

 Experienced Java Enterprise Developer (middleware and backend)  

 Experience with publishing web services and consuming web services (SOAP as well as REST). Familiarity with SOAP-UI  

 Experience with XML, XSLT and XML to Java transformations (JAXB/ JAXP)  

 Hands on Linux practice  

 Possess object oriented JavaScript knowledge and hands on practice with asynchronous programming.  

 Exposed to NodeJS, ExpressJS and dependent backend packages  

 Database expertise in RDBMS and NOSQL  

 Exposure to Java script based Unit test cases writing (Mocha, chai, Sinon) and code coverage tools (Jasmine/ Istanbul)  

 Commercial web site experience and load management  

 Deploying node server and installing node packages in various environments  

 Very good understanding of prototype based inheritance, event delegation, closures, AJAX/JSON with RESTful and basic 
Java API Adapters.  

 Experienced with GIT, BASH, Apache Tomcat on a Linux Platform 
 Hands on experience of at least one MVC JS framework (Angular, Backbone etc.) is a plus.  
 Agile project experience and scrum based deliveries and reporting.  
 Good to have knowledge about Rally for agile management  
 Good to have knowledge about cloud computing arena.  

 
Soft Skill Qualifications  

 Excellent verbal and written communications.  

 Adaptability in absorbing the changing requirements.  

 Should be able to articulate the technical situations easily and fluently.  

 Emphasis on teamwork 

 Interface with the UI and developer communities to absorb the latest trends and emerging technologies 

 Comfortable in a fast-paced, highly dynamic, rapidly growing environment  

 
Experience Level  

 5+ years of experience in Java middleware development and 1+ year in JavaScript back end.  

 Expert Java Enterprise developer and backend JavaScript Development background    
 
Education Requirements  
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering, Information Systems (or related field of study). 
       


